































































































































































































































































































Maximum	 25th-75th	Percentile	 Minimum	 Average	
17.2%	
14.7%	
•  Wind	assist	technologies	highly	sensitive	to	speed	
–  Ships	able	to	operate	below	true	wind	speed	will	see	greatest	gains	
–  Selection	of	speed	is	vital	when	assessing	technologies	
•  Highly	sensitive	to	scaling	
–  A	standardised	reference	model	is	presented	
•  Wind	assist	technologies	must	be	considered	in	context		
–  Averaging	above	the	voyage	level	can	lead	to	confusion	and	inaccuracy	
Into	The	Real	World:	Assessing	the	value	of	Wind	Assist	Technology	
Conclusions	
Average	Windspeed:	
Windspeed	Distribution:	
Region	SpeciGic	Distribution:	
Voyage	level	Model	(UK-NY):	14.7%	
Voyage	level	Model	(NY-UK):	17.2%	
Voyage	level	Model	(Return):	15.9%	
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